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Introduction
The infrastructure funding issues faced by central and local
government have been well documented over the past 12
months, with plenty of reviews and initiatives commissioned.
However there has been little discussion of the wider context
surrounding the complex infrastructure funding puzzle and
the factors that have backed many local authorities into a
difficult corner.
Through an examination of the wider context, this paper seeks to
provide clarity around the nature and origins of the current
infrastructure funding issues. In doing so, it also discusses a range of
practical measures, including some focussed on incremental gains, to
help local authorities relieve pressure and increase funding without
having to wait for, or rely entirely on, a grand solution.
These measures include a new approach to local authority debt,
progressive value-based rates, additional targeted rates, and central
government assistance (in areas of high need). Individually or in
combination, these measures could offer the necessary support for local
authorities to address the infrastructure issues that are of increasing
importance in our communities.
The paper also discusses some creative options for reducing demand on
infrastructure and generating investment. Focusing on special purpose
vehicles (SPVs) and ‘value capture’ financing as a ‘double-act’ for
accessing previously untapped sources of sustainable infrastructure
funding.
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1.

Endless cycle:
unplanned
growth and
reactive
infrastructure

New Zealand has grown at an
unprecedented rate over the past
decade. The population increase
has had the greatest impact in
Auckland, but also elsewhere
including Tauranga, Hamilton and
Queenstown.
Along with the growth has come
traffic congestion, housing
unaffordability, frustrations and
inefficiency. Behind this frustration
and inefficiency is a cycle of under
investment in the infrastructure that
supports, or is required as a result
of, growth.
Local infrastructure doesn’t predict
growth, but does have to try and
keep up with it. Rates and debt are
presently set to blow and there is
ongoing talk of an infrastructure
deficit. New Zealand has been in this
cycle before, but the current
problem seems more acute than
previous years.

The ‘attack’ on rates and debt

"New Zealand has been
in this cycle before, but
the current problem
seems more acute than
previous years."

Local authorities have been
empowered and obliged to plan for
a sustainable future since the
Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA) and the Local Government
Act 2002 (LGA), and to make
prudent financial provision for their
communities since at least 2003.
However, the message from central
government over the past three
decades has been mixed to say the
least.
From the late 1990s there was
statutory pressure (and pressure
from the Auditor-General) to ensure
local authorities raised revenue to
meet their expenditure needs and
to fully fund depreciation to ensure
prudent provision for renewals. To

help local authorities in meeting this
expectation, the development
contribution regime (in 2003)
introduced a viable mechanism to
ensure meaningful developer
contributions. This required those
profiting from development to
contribute towards the costs they
add to council infrastructure.
However, when the previous
government took power in 2008
they introduced a new drive for
public sector efficiency, which
manifested as an unsophisticated
attack on local authority rates and
debt.
In addition to feeding an emergence
of populist opposition to any
expectation of increases, there were
a raft of measures intended to
shame local authorities into
damping down rates and debt
increases. This was accompanied by
statutory constraints on the
availability and efficacy of
development contributions as a
source of funding for growth-related
infrastructure.
The current statutory requirement
for local authorities to have a
financial strategy, requires
disclosure of quantified limits on
rates, rates increases, and debt.
Although compliance with these
limits is not mandatory, any
departure must be fully reported
and could give rise to interventions.
This has tended to emphasise that
the overall level of rating, rate
increase and debt increases should
be constrained. It has also created
downward pressure on the ability to
provide expensive infrastructure, no
matter how necessary to
accommodate growth.
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"While it is a long-standing
Kiwi tradition to react to
growth rather than plan
for it, the current cycle is
particularly damaging."

Moreover, a key feature of the
former government’s “better local
government” reform programme
was a statutory focus on efficiency.
Wishfully suggesting that efficiency
gains within existing or restructured
local authorities could somehow
adequately fund billions of dollars of
new investment in infrastructure.
So, while it is a long-standing Kiwi
tradition to react to economic
growth rather than plan and provide
for it, the current cycle is particularly
damaging as the unprecedented
expansion of population and
demand has precisely coincided
with the effective constraint on local
authority spending.
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2.

Creating
communities:
the role and
value of local
government

Let’s take a moment to consider
the critical role of local authorities
in this.  In New Zealand it is local
bodies in various guises that have
led the creation of the places and
conditions in which communities
grow.
From roads and harbours that
enable people to move freely and
aggregate, to draining land and
controlling rivers to enable
productive economic activity.
Providing water supplies, removing
waste and creating wastewater
systems to make communities
healthy and safe, to building halls,
parks and venues ─ creating civic
places and pride.
Historically, local authorities have
also provided electricity, gas and,
more recently, broadband. And in
the 21st century, the big spending
for local authorities is in the
essential networks – roads,
wastewater reticulation and
treatment, water supply, and
stormwater disposal. These are
essentials for development, and
what already exists must be
maintained and renewed.
For local communities to grow and
succeed they must also be good
places to live, with public amenities,
quality open spaces, venues, and
services. The digital age is
increasingly allowing people to work
from any location that has highspeed internet access (especially
highly skilled workers). This has only
widened the options of where they
can choose to live, and increased
competition between local
authorities to attract and retain
them.

Local authority autonomy,
funding mechanisms and
accountability
A long-standing feature of local
democracy in New Zealand is
autonomy. A feature of that
autonomy is that local authorities
are essentially locally funded with
little taxpayer contribution (the
notable exception is transport
funding ─ roading being the one
local authority network that spans
the entire country).
Since 1997, local government
legislation has required local
authorities to take into account
mandatory considerations in
deciding how to fund any
expenditure need. Initially this was
by way of a three-step process
involving, for every activity funded,
a consideration of benefits, fairness
and equity, and practicality.
In 2003, the LGA truncated the
process to two steps. The first is an
activity-by-activity consideration of
five matters, including benefits,
causation, and transparency. The
second is a judgement about overall
impact, which allows a political
assessment about issues such as
ability to pay, fairness, and
transition.
The LGA also specifies the range of
funding mechanisms that can be
utilised. The current list includes
general rates (including choice of
valuation system, differential rating
and uniform annual general
charges), targeted rates, lump sum
contributions, fees and charges,
interest and dividends from
investments, borrowing, proceeds
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"When local authorities are
exploring best-fit solutions
to grow their communities
and solve complex local
issues – such as
infrastructure funding
– they should be trusted to
develop new tools within
a structured and auditable
framework."

from asset sales, development
contributions, financial
contributions under the RMA, and
grants and subsidies.
These mandatory considerations
and the defined list of funding
mechanisms show that, while the
powers of local government are
wide and open-ended under the
LGA, the processes by which
decisions are made are highly
prescribed. In addition to this, it’s
fundamental to how local
government is empowered in New
Zealand that local authorities must
engage extensively with their
communities, especially on strategy
and key decisions (creating
accountability through consultation).
This engagement takes its most
formal shape in long-term plan
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consultations every three years, but
there are also annual plans in the
intervening years, and mandatory
consultation on various statutory
plans and policies and certain
significant decisions. At base, there
is a statutory expectation that every
local authority decision is taken with
some regard to the views and
preferences of interested and
affected persons.
Acknowledging the sophisticated
accountability regime in place, it
follows that when local authorities
are exploring best-fit solutions to
grow their communities and solve
complex local issues – such as
infrastructure funding – they should
be trusted to develop new tools
within a structured and auditable
framework.

3.

Re-think the
status quo:
local authority
debt and rates

The fundamentals of statutory
financial management for local
authorities are: prudence,
adequate provision for identified
activities, and including the
mandatory relevant
considerations in all funding
decisions.
Intergenerational equity has been
one of those mandatory
considerations for 20 years,
resulting in debt being a highly
appropriate means of funding most
capital works (which in local
government tend to have very long
lifespans).
With the ability to secure borrowing
against rates revenue, local
authority debt is generally
considered a strong funding option.
The Local Government Funding
Agency (LGFA) has successfully
capitalised on this strength and
combined it with the power of
consolidation. This means all
significant local authority borrowers
cross guarantee each other and
must comply with reasonably
stringent covenants (ratios).

"The more a rating system
is value based (with capital
value generally perceived
as a proxy for wealth), the
more progressive it is. The
more a rating system relies
on fixed or per property
rates, the more regressive
it inevitably will be."

Most local authority debt is not
only secured against rates, it is also
serviced by rates that double as the
primary funder of operational
expenditure. Reviews of local
government funding have generally
concluded that rates (a local,
property-based tax at the discretion
of individual local authorities) are a
sound base option.
However for many high growth
local authorities the need for
funding continues, but the ability to
borrow (from LGFA or otherwise) is
constrained by the LGFA covenants
and the pressure to limit rate

increases, as well as the risk of a
credit-downgrade (and a
consequential upwards impact on
interest rates) if debt climbs beyond
accepted levels.

An expanded rates strategy
The range of rating options are
virtually infinite when you consider
the available factors of liability. They
include capital value, land value,
annual value, per property, per
connection, by area, by extent of
provision of service, and so on.
These are in addition to differentials
(to change the impact of a rate to
different sectors) and targeted rates
(to target particular sectors), which
are both able to be based on land
use, location, and value.
The more a rating system is value
based (with capital value generally
perceived as a proxy for wealth), the
more progressive it is. The more a
rating system relies on fixed or per
property rates, the more regressive
it inevitably will be.1
Most local authorities, in
determining limits on rates and rate
increases, will make a judgement
about percentage increases that are
affordable to their communities.
While there seems little objective
data for making this assessment, it
is generally directed to the ability of
lower or fixed income property
owners to meet additional costs.
This judgement is appropriate
enough at a time of encouraging
affordable home ownership, but
what is less obvious is whether
1 It should also be noted that while there is
a modest statutory limit on regressive
fixed uniform charges, it is capable of
being avoided.
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middle or higher income owners
have reasonable ability to pay more
and perhaps should pay more in a
progressive taxing system.
If there was meaningful data on
ability to pay rather than willingness
to pay, perhaps the legislation could
include permission for local
authorities to access some
additional rates revenue from
segments of the community that
could reasonably afford to pay more.

Incremental changes and
taxpayer assistance
More work can be done around the
edges of rates, development
contributions and local authority
debt to increase their availability as
funding sources for local authority
activity. Indeed, this could be
enough to ease the financial
pressure for the majority of local
authorities. The starting point could
be for central government to be
more positive about the value
proposition provided by local
authority services and infrastructure.
However, incremental change is
unlikely to be enough for Auckland
and the other major growth centres
in New Zealand ─ some of which
may also not have access to
additional funding sources such as
equity in energy companies, ports,
and airports.
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So, there is also a need for central
government assistance in those
centres. This could be through
legislating for new funding sources,
including tax-free municipal bonds
and the establishment of municipal
utility districts (MUDs) – as seen in
the United States – or other special
bodies empowered to raise private
finance and pressure the delivery of
infrastructure.
Other forms of central government
assistance could more generally
include liberalising opportunities for
private sector participation in water,
wastewater and transport
infrastructure, or alternatively (in
the spirit of partnership) through
more direct taxpayer contribution in
areas of local need.
A historical reservation against this
from local government has been a
fear of increased central
government control. However, the
statutory accountabilities of local
authorities are robust, as is the
mandatory oversight of the Office of
the Auditor-General. It would be
unfortunate if the price of central
government assistance was a
reduction in local democracy.

4.

Getting
creative: easing
demand and
new funding
options

"While we acknowledge
the critical need to
develop suitable funding
measures, we believe it is
equally important to pair
these measures with
credible attempts to
regulate demands placed
upon existing
infrastructure."

Demand side measures
While flexibility around rating (and
the consequential ability to raise
debt) is an important piece of the
puzzle, so too is managing demand
for infrastructure.
The reluctance to consider, let
alone implement, demand side
measures is understandable as they
are often unpopular and seen as a
limit on access to services. The
perennial example is universal
water metering. There are
compelling examples of price
awareness through water metering
significantly moderating
consumption and delaying the need
for new infrastructure. However,
there remains segments of the
community fervently opposed,
apparently for fear of future
privatisation.
When framed correctly, we believe
measures could be put in place to
effectively incentivise people to
restrict their use of critical
infrastructure. For example, in the
realm of transport, an idea that
occasionally comes into media
focus is the staggering of school
and business start times. Despite
the obvious beneficial effects on
traffic of separating the two key
commuter groups, no one has
made a concerted attempt to
implement this in a major New
Zealand town. Similarly, we
question whether or not more
effort could be put into incentivising
businesses to relocate to fringe
areas or, at least, to facilitate
remote working from staff.
While we acknowledge the critical
need to develop suitable funding
measures, we believe it is equally

important to pair these measures
with credible attempts to regulate
demands placed upon existing
infrastructure.

Special purpose vehicles (SPVs)
To solve the puzzle it is important to
consider sources of funding from
outside of the public sector.
Infrastructure projects provide
stable, long-term income flows for
which New Zealand retail investors
(and the fund managers who
represent them) are crying out.
However, in order to attract
meaningful third party (or, indeed,
central government) financing,
structures will need to be
established which provide specific
key features.
Independence from the local
authority’s balance sheet. This can
be achieved via the establishment of
an SPV – something that has
received considerable attention of
late. The SPV operates by taking on
the third party finance and acquiring
ownership of the infrastructure.
Because the local authority doesn’t
own it, any debt incurred by an SPV
will not sit on the local authority’s
balance sheet – helping to minimise
borrowings.
Sufficient covenant strength.
Despite being isolated from the local
authority's balance sheet, the SPV
must retain sufficient financial
substance to provide comfort for
third party investors that they will
be able to recover their investment.
This could be achieved (amongst
other mechanisms) via a Crown
guarantee or an initial contribution
from a Crown entity such as Crown
Infrastructure Partners.
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An opportunity for capital returns.
Infrastructure investments are by
nature a long-term commitment
(with timelines often exceeding 30
years). Therefore, to make these
investments a realistic opportunity
for the vast majority of third party
investors, there needs to be a ‘path
to liquidity’. This could be achieved
by ensuring that the structure can be
listed, allowing the trading of its
securities amongst members of the
public.

"While a SPV owned
structure may be
financially sound, it
obviously will not be fit
for purpose unless
ratepayers are actually
able to access it. This
can be secured via
long-term contractual
arrangements and,
ultimately, by the right
for the local authority
to reacquire the capital
asset at a point in the
future."
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Assured availability of infrastructure
for ratepayers. While a SPV owned
structure may be financially sound, it
obviously will not be fit for purpose
unless ratepayers are actually able to
access it. This can be secured via
long-term contractual arrangements
and, ultimately, by the right for the
local authority to reacquire the
capital asset at a point in the future.
Note that in some cases regulatory
reform will be required in order to
facilitate this quasi-privatisation
(depending on the asset).
Security of cashflow. Third party
investment would only be available if
the cash flows underpinning the
asset are robust, justifiable and
secure. Being mindful of this, more
thought is required to identify viable
funding sources for particular
projects, and the means by which
they can be channelled into the SPV.

Value capture financing
With regard to the last point, the
concept of “value capture financing”
has recently garnered much
attention. In simplest terms, value
capture financing seeks to capture
the future uplift in benefits and
revenue from public investment and
direct it towards the cost of that
investment.

In the United States, individual
states have for some time now
benefited from a form of value
capture called tax increment
financing (TIF) to help fund capital
expenditure in particular districts.
The TIF model relies on public
investment in infrastructure
leading to a predictable increase in
the value of the properties in a
district. This creates an unearned
benefit for the owners of those
properties that can be tapped in
order to help pay for the
investment.
As an example, under the TIF
model, landowners near a new
railway station might realise a
significant corresponding uplift in
their property values that in turn
incrementally increases valuebased property taxes payable in
respect of those properties. The
model seeks to isolate, or
"capture", that increase during a
TIF period and then redirect it
towards the repayment of loans or
bonds issued to finance the
construction of the rail line and
station. In that way, the project is
paid for using the new value it
created. Once the TIF period
expires, and the bonds or loans
have been repaid, the relevant
authority has the option to collect
and retain the increased tax
revenue.

Applying SPVs and value
capture in New Zealand
When considering the potentially
significant upsides of value capture
financing structures, we need to
acknowledge that they are not a
‘magic bullet’. On their own, they
cannot solve New Zealand’s
infrastructure funding puzzle. This

is because structures like value
capture still rely on debt being
raised to fund the initial investment
in infrastructure.
However, if used properly in tandem
with SPV project financing
techniques, such mechanisms can
bridge the gap in timing between
the upfront investment in public
infrastructure and the flow of
additional benefits and revenue
(such as increased rates revenue)
attributable to that investment ─
without a prohibitive effect on local
authority balance sheets in the
interim.
Perhaps of equal importance, they
also provide an equitable basis for
allocating the costs of investment by
targeting those who have benefited
from the investment, in a way that is
proportionate with the benefit.
It is therefore heartening to hear of
the Government’s willingness to
investigate and hopefully invest in
such mechanisms. In saying this,
successful implementation of these
mechanisms requires the navigation
of numerous hurdles and significant
commitment from both central and
local government. The (nonexhaustive) list of hurdles includes:
• the need to develop complex
models to properly ascertain value
uplifts from a given project and,
therefore, the sharing of the rates
burden;
• a landing on the appropriate rating
‘tool’ to support value capture – for
instance, a new TIF-style tax, or
re-purposing of the existing
targeted rates framework – and
any consequential regulatory
reform required;

• development of a means by which
rates can be ‘redirected’ to the SPV.
This will need to satisfy the dual
challenges of providing sufficient
security to private investors in the
SPV, while also not detracting from
a local authority’s ability to carry on
its own borrowing programme
(which may already involve a
charge over the very same rates);
and

"[SPVs] also provide an
equitable basis for
allocating the costs of
investment by targeting
those who have benefited
from the investment, in a
way that is proportionate
with the benefit."

• the legislative restrictions placed
upon the establishment and
operation of SPV structures. For
example, the LGA and Public Works
Act 1981 (and associated
legislation) provide numerous
hurdles, which will need to be
addressed by targeted reform.
Notable amongst these are the
restrictions placed upon land
transfers under the Public Works
Act’s “Offer Back” regime. Where
the SPV acquires land from third
parties for the purposes of a
“public work”, the ability of the SPV
to ultimately transfer the asset to
the commissioning authority
without offering that land back to
the original purchasers may be
restricted. Similarly, the ownership
and operation of specific utilities is
highly regulated. For example, the
restrictions placed upon water
contracts in Auckland, which must
include specific terms and be for a
specific time period.
With any SPV structure, a solution
must be found to the inherent
public and governmental resistance
to loss of public control of essential
infrastructure. Reliable
accountabilities must remain.
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5.

Concluding
thoughts

Within the myriad of reviews and
initiatives commissioned to
investigate and ultimately deliver
solutions to the infrastructure
funding issue, it seems that a lack
of overall context has moved the
discussion away from its core
purpose. That is, to assist local
authorities in fulfilling their basic
mandate: to grow, develop and
provide for our communities.
Addressing the issue begins with a
recognition of the true value in the
contributions made by local
authorities, and a firm
understanding of their role and the
tight restrictions they operate
within. When viewed in the context
of a central government that is
willing to support innovative
approaches to an ever-increasing
problem, the options available to
local authorities in addressing that
problem can start to multiply.

"Lack of overall context has
moved the discussion
away from its core
purpose. That is, to assist
local authorities in
fulfilling their basic
mandate: to grow, develop
and provide for our
communities."
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These options range from simple,
easy-to-implement measures for
quick gains (some requiring very
minor legislative change), to the
creative longer-term solutions that
need extensive central government
support and legislation. The ideas
discussed in this paper are designed
to advance the debate and make it
easier for local authorities to
manage the growth-infrastructure
cycle, while ultimately helping to
solve the puzzle.
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